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Teaching R to high 
school students

is possible

Using R as the modeling environment

To the regular math student: i.e., not 
enrolled in computer science classes

Youngsters with diverse career 
interests 

Integrating computational thinking
into regular math classrooms:

Mathematical Modeling <<>> Programming



Overview
● Curriculum module and assessment

● Quick view of the pilot results

● Strategies that made it work

○ Context-Based Instruction

○ Faded Scaffolding

○ Removing Syntax-Related Stress



Dining at UMass
Let’s consider the particular case of the University of Massachusetts Amherst (UMass). 
On the next two pages, we outline some essential information about meal plans (for 
dining commons) and pay as you go (for retailers) and some links for you to find 
additional information.

While reading about the two options, think about the following questions. Discuss with 
your partners and jot down your ideas.

● What matters to college students when it comes to dining?
● Does it make sense to compare the costs of two options?
● What assumptions do you have to make to justify that it is a fair comparison?

Retailers at the Campus Center The dining common

Learning sequence:
Activity: Meal Plan vs. Pay As You Go
>> High to low scaffolding

Assessment:
Activity: Driving for Gas
>> No scaffolding

Lifehacking module
Solving practical problems



Learning sequence:
Activity: Meal Plan vs. Pay As You Go
>> High to low scaffolding

Assessment:
Activity: Driving for Gas
>> Little/No scaffolding

Lifehacking module
Solving practical problems



The pilot sample - 42 senior students

- 2nd semester of last year in high school

- Ages 17 - 18

- Regular mathematics class

- No prior experience with coding

- Never enrolled in computer science classes 

- ‘Left-tail’ math achievers

- Social sciences & humanities-inclined

- Not really interested either in mathematics or coding



Variables

Vectors

Operators

Functions

Data types

Modeling process

Learning sequence:
Activity: Meal Plan vs. Pay As You Go
>> High to low scaffolding

Assessment:
Activity: Driving for Gas
>> No scaffolding

Lifehacking module
Solving practical problems



Using R as Math
Modeling Environment

80% of students said they now 
understand mathematical 
modeling better

One-third said they became 
interested in taking programming 
classes in the future

“I just found it really 
fascinating how coding 
can make life that much 
easier!” “It opened up my mind 

to other ways in which 
math can be used in 

the real world.”

Understanding of Mathematical Modeling
after 6 hours of modeling activity with R



CodeR4MATH Platform 

Equity and Access

R Markdown
learnr
Shiny

Self-paced tutorials
Reduced syntax-stress

Online access



Clear, step-by-step 
instructions in a 

self-paced tutorial



Snippets that can be 
ran, modified, restarted



Hints and occasional 
solutions that students 
can check at any time



Data is pre-loaded and 
outputs are right next 

to the code



Strategies that made it work
Context-Based Instruction

Faded Scaffolding 
Removed Syntax-Related Stress



Context-Based 
- Start with an open-ended problem

- Everything is taught in the context of that 
initial problem

Make assumptions
Choose parameters
Build an algorithm
Hypothesize outcomes

- To test your model under a variety of 
circumstances you will want a code

MODEL

CONTEXT

How much 
does it cost 

to eat in 
college?

How 
much?

Meal 
plan?

Which 
food When?

How 
o en?

Who?



Context-Based 
- Start with an open-ended problem

- Everything is taught in the context of that 
initial problem

Make assumptions
Choose parameters
Build an algorithm
Hypothesize outcomes

- To test your model under a variety of 
circumstances you will want a code

MODEL

Question: What is the impact of one day off 
campus? And 2 days? And 3? 4? And so on...

total.cost = semester cost - 1 * daily.cost
total.cost = semester.cost - 2 * daily.cost
total.cost = semester.cost - 3 * daily.cost
total.cost = semester.cost - 4 * daily.cost
total.cost = semester.cost - 5 * daily.cost
.
.
.



Context-Based 
- Start with an open-ended problem

- Everything is taught in the context of that 
initial problem

Make assumptions
Choose parameters
Build an algorithm
Hypothesize outcomes

- To test your model under a variety of 
circumstances you will want a code

MODEL

Question: What is the impact of one day off 
campus? And 2 days? And 3? 4? And so on...

total.cost = semester cost - 1 * daily.cost
total.cost = semester.cost - 2 * daily.cost
total.cost = semester.cost - 3 * daily.cost
total.cost = semester.cost - 4 * daily.cost
total.cost = semester.cost - 5 * daily.cost
.
.
.

days.off = 1:40

total.cost = semester.cost - days.off * 
daily.cost

YAY!
A vector!

What a great idea!



Faded scaffolding 

High: The problem is already solved:
Run the snippet, see the output

Medium: The problem is partially solved:
  Modify the snippet, run it again,

compare with previous results

Low: e.g., create new parameters.

Learning concepts (e.g. variables, vectors) 
and tools (e.g. functions)
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Conclusion

● Teaching R to pre-college students 
is possible and worthwhile!

● R is powerful and yet friendly 
enough to be taught at high school

● Context and faded scaffolding 
boosts the learning process

● Reducing syntax-stress pays off

● Social Sciences and 
Humanities-inclined students can 
and should learn the value of 
math modeling and coding

It works!



New Platform
(under development)

● Exercises & 
Assessments

● Teacher dashboard

● Data collection

● Educational and 
research-oriented
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Students who got INTERESTED in taking 
programming classes

Students still NOT interested in taking 
programming classes


